Ninth Session, Commencing at 4.30 pm

RESERVE BANK OF NEW ZEALAND ISSUES

Third Issue 1967 - 1981 (Decimal Notes)

2796
R.N. Fleming (1956-67), one dollar, number letter, 0A 000891/8 a run of eight consecutive first prefix notes (Robb.R.311a;
L.635; P.163a). Uncirculated. (8)
$250

part

2797*
R.N. Fleming (1956-67), one dollar, number letter, 0A 000888 first prefix and 2S 253210 (Robb.R.311a; L.635; P.163a).
Uncirculated. (2)
$70

2798
R.N. Fleming (1956-67), one dollar, number letter, 0A 000889/90 consecutive pair of first prefix notes (Robb.R.311a;
L.635; P.163a). Uncirculated. (2)
$60

2799
R.N. Fleming (1956-67), one dollar, letter letter, IH 636311/8 a run of eight consecutive notes (Robb.R.311b; L.636;
P.163a). Uncirculated. (8)
$300
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2800*
R.N. Fleming (1956-67), one dollar, letter letter, IH 636309/10 consecutive pair (Robb.R.311b; L.636; P.163a). Uncirculated.
(2)
$100
2801
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), one dollar, number letter, 3J 000987/92, six consecutive notes of the first prefix (Robb.R.312;
L.642; P.163b). Uncirculated. (6)
$90
2802
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), one dollar, number letter, 3J 000995/99, five consecutive notes of the first prefix (Robb.R.312;
L.642; P.163b). Uncirculated. (5)
$80
2803
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), one dollar, letter number number, J09 219027; S07 037276 (Robb.R.314; P.163b; L.642).
Uncirculated. (2)
$100
2804
R.L. Knight (1975-77), one dollar, letter number number, B23 760411/20 run of ten consecutive, C22 787915/34 run of
twenty consecutive (Robb.R.316; L.656; P.163c). Uncirculated. (30)
$120
2805
R.L. Knight (1975-77), one dollar, letter number number, C10 000732/40, run of nine consecutive notes of the first serial
prefix (Robb.R.316; L.656; P.163c). Uncirculated. (9)
$120
2806
H.R. Hardie (1977-81), type I, one dollar, letter number number, E28 065800/5 run of six consecutive (Robb.R.318;
L.667; P.163d). Uncirculated. (6)
$60
2807
H.R. Hardie (1977-81), type I, one dollar, letter number number, S23 215001, heavily printed number, possibly a hand
numbered replacement note (Robb.R.318; L.667; P.163d). Extremely fine.
$50
2808
R.N. Fleming (1967-1968), two dollars, number letter number, 0A0 000900/70, part mint pack of seventy-one consecutive
notes of the first prefix (Robb.R.321; L.637; P.164a). Uncirculated and rare as a large run. (71)
$1,300
2809
R.N. Fleming (1967-68), two dollars, number letter number, 0A0 000801/5 consecutive run of five of the first serial prefix
(Robb.R.321; L.637; P.164a). Uncirculated. (5)
$250
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2810
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), two dollars, number letter number, 0E0 000200/7, run of seven consectives notes of the first serial
prefix (Robb.R.322; L.646; P.164b). Uncirculated. (7)
$300
2811
R.L. Knight (1975-77), two dollars, number letter number, 1L5 000556/91 consecutive run of thirty-six notes of the first
prefix (Robb.R.324; L.656; P.164c). Uncirculated. (36)
$400
2812
R.L. Knight (1975-77), two dollars, number letter number, 1L5 000542/55 consecutive run of fourteen notes of the first
prefix (Robb.R.324; L.656; P.164c). Uncirculated. (14)
$300
2813
H.R. Hardie (1977-81), type I, two dollars, number letter number, 3H5 030190/200 eleven consecutive (Robb.R.326;
L.669; P.164d). Uncirculated. (11)
$120
2814
R.N. Fleming (1967-68), five dollars, three numbers, 001 000411, 001 000460, 001 000498/9 consecutive pair, 001
000652, all first serial prefix (Robb.R.331; L.638; P.165a). Uncirculated. (5)
$250

2815*
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), five dollars, three numbers, 025 601448/50 consecutive trio of the first serial prefix (Robb.R.332;
L.648; P.165b). Uncirculated and scarce. (3)
$500
2816
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), five dollars, three numbers, 030 928748 and 064 131373 (Robb.R.332; L.648; P.165b). Uncirculated
and scarce. (2)
$300
2817
R.L. Knight (1975-77), five dollars, three numbers, 144 854450/67 eighteen consecutive notes of the last serial prefix
(Robb.R.334; L.660; P.165c). Uncirculated. (18)
$800
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2818*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), five dollars, three numbers, 144 854448/49 consecutive pair of the last serial prefix (Robb.R.334;
L.660; P.165c). Uncirculated. (2)
$100
2819
H.R. Hardie (1977-81), type I, five dollars, three numbers, 145 000259/65 seven consecutive notes of the first serial prefix
(Robb.R.336; L.671; P.165d). Uncirculated. (7)
$220
2820
R.N. Fleming (1967-68), ten dollars, letter number, A2 866404/8 a run of five consecutive (Robb.R.341; L.639; P.166a).
Nearly uncirculated and scarce. (5)
$250
2821
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), ten dollars, letter number, Y4 326487/9 consecutive trio (Robb.R.342; L.650; P.166b). Nearly
uncirculated. (3)
$300
2822
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), ten dollars, number number letter, 14K 654492/3 consecutive pair (Robb.R.344; L.652; P.166b).
Good extremely fine. (2)
$140
2823
R.L. Knight (1975-77) ten dollars, number number letter, 24Y 049495/500 a run of six consecutive (Robb.R.346; L.662;
P.166c). Uncirculated and scarce. (6)
$700

2824*
R.L. Knight (1975-77) ten dollars, number number letter, 23J 659156/7 consecutive pair (Robb.R.346; L.662; P.166c).
Uncirculated. (2)
$250
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2825
H.R. Hardie (1977-81), type I, ten dollars, number number letter, 26C 312985/90 a run of six consecutive (Robb.R.349a;
L.673; P.166d). Uncirculated. (6)
$400
2826
R.N. Fleming (1967-68), twenty dollars, letter letter, AA 000402/5 run of four consecutive of the first prefix (Robb.R.351;
L.640; P.167a). Uncirculated. (4)
$500

2827*
R.N. Fleming (1967-68), twenty dollars, letter letter, AA 000207/8 consecutive pair of the first prefix (Robb.R.351; L.640;
P.167a). Uncirculated. (2)
$300
2828
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), twenty dollars, letter letter, BH 394601/4 run of four consecutive (Robb.R.352; L.654; P.167b).
Uncirculated. (4)
$800

2829*
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), twenty dollars, letter letter, BH 394623 (Robb.R.352; L.654; P.167b). Uncirculated.
$200
2830
R.L. Knight (1975-77), twenty dollars, letter letter, BS 000342/3 consecutive pair of the first serial prefix (Robb.R.354;
L.664; P.167c). Uncirculated. (2)
$350
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2831*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), twenty dollars, letter letter, BS 000070 (Robb.R.354; L.664; P.167c). Uncirculated and rare, a very
low number from the first serial prefix.
$200
2832
H.R. Hardie (1977-81), type I, twenty dollars, letter letter, EJ 359197/200 run of four consecutive (Robb.R.356; L.675;
P.167d). Uncirculated. (4)
$300

2833*
R.N. Fleming (1967-68), one hundred dollars, letter, G 000111 (Robb.R.381; L.641; P.168a). Uncirculated, rare and a
low number.
$1,200

2834*
R.N. Fleming (1967-68), one hundred dollars, letter, G 000116 (Robb.R.381; L.641; P.168a). Uncirculated, rare and a
low number.
$1,200
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2835*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), one hundred dollars, letter, G 476999/7000 consecutive pair (Robb.R.382; L.666; P.168b). Minor
band marks at left, otherwise uncirculated and scarce. (2)
$1,500
Last numbers issued by Reserve Bank at the time.

2836*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), one hundred dollars, letter, G 476996 (Robb.R.382; L.666; P.168b). Uncirculated and scarce.
$800

2837*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), one hundred dollars, letter, G 476997 (Robb.R.382; L.666; P.168b). Uncirculated and scarce.
$800
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2838*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), one hundred dollars, letter, G 476998 (Robb.R.382; L.666; P.168b). Uncirculated and scarce.
$800

Fourth Issue 1981 - 1991
2839
H.R. Hardie (1981-85), type II, one dollar, three letters, AAA 046847/56 run of ten consecutive notes of the first prefix
(Robb.R.411; P.169a)(10); one dollar star replacement notes, letter letter, AA 003538/48* run of eleven consecutive (Robb.
R.412; P.169a)(11). Uncirculated. (21)
$150
2840
S.T. Russell (1985-89), one dollar, three letters, AJX 769724/37 run of fourteen consecutive notes (Robb.R.413; P.169b).
Uncirculated. (14)
$60

2841*
D.T. Brash (1989-91), one dollar, three letters, AMJ 004001/5000 original Reserve Bank sealed mint brick of one thousand
consecutive notes of the first serial prefix (Robb.R.414; P.169c). Uncirculated. (1000)
$2,200
2842
D.T. Brash (1989-91), one dollar, three letters, AMJ 205571 and AMJ 205591/600, a single and a run of ten consecutive
notes of the first serial prefix (Robb.R.414; P.169c). Uncirculated. (11)
$50
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part

2843*
D.T. Brash (1989-91), one dollar, 1990 Numismatic Convention issue, three letters, AMR 000031/2, 102, 110 and 131,
a consecutive pair and three singles (Robb.R.414; P.169c). Uncirculated with Reserve Bank compliments slips. (5)
$120
300 issued.

part

2844*
D.T. Brash (1989-91), one dollar, 1991 Wellington Coin Club 25th Anniversary overprint, three letters, AMS 976590/8
a run of nine consecutive (Robb.R.414; P.169c). Uncirculated. (9)
$350
200 issued.

2845
D.T. Brash (1989-91), one dollar, 1991 Wellington Coin Club 25th Anniversary overprint, three letters, AMS 976030/4
a run of five consecutive (Robb.R.414; P.169c). Uncirculated. (5)
$250
200 issued.
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part

2846*
D.T. Brash (1989-91), one dollar, 2000 Wellington Coin Club 'First to See the Dawn' overprint (red), three letters, ANB
261019/23 a run of five consecutive (Robb.R.414; P.169c). Uncirculated, in descriptive folders. (5)
$200
200 issued.

2847*
S.T. Russell (1985-89), two dollars, 2009 Numismatic Society of Auckland 50th Anniversary overprint, three letters, EJK
976105/6 consecutive pair (Robb.R.423; P.170b). Uncirculated. (2)
$150
2848
D.T. Brash (1989-91), two dollars, 2009 Numismatic Society of Auckland 50th Anniversary overprint, three letters, EPG
914201/2 consecutive pair (Robb.R.424; P.170c). Uncirculated. (2)
$150
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2849*
D.T. Brash (1989-91), two dollars, three letters, EPN 988001/989000 original Reserve Bank sealed mint brick of one
thousand consecutive notes of the last serial prefix (Robb.R.424; P.170c). Uncirculated. (1000)
$3,500

2850
H.R. Hardie (1981-85), type II, five dollars, three letters, JAA 033064/88 a run of twenty-one consecutive notes of the
first serial prefix (Robb.R.431; P.171a). Uncirculated. (21)
$250

2851
S.T. Russell (1985-89), five dollars, three letters, JFE 698843/56, a run of thirteen consecutive (Robb.R.433; P.171b).
Uncirculated. (13)
$150

2852
D.T. Brash (1989-91), type I, five dollars, three letters, JHG 003001/100 first serial prefix, mint pack of 100 consecutive
notes (Robb.R.435; P.171c). Uncirculated. (100)
$700

2853
D.T. Brash (1989-91), type I, five dollars, three letters, JHG 003101/200 first serial prefix, mint pack of 100 consecutive
notes (Robb.R.435; P.171c). Uncirculated. (100)
$700

2854
D.T. Brash (1989-91), type I, five dollars, three letters, JHG 570401/500 first serial prefix, mint pack of 100 consecutive
notes (Robb.R.435; P.171c). Uncirculated. (100)
$700
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2855*
H.R. Hardie (1981-85), type II, specimen ten dollars, three numbers, NAA 000000, first serial prefix. Large SPECIMEN in
red above signature and in smaller letters below top serial number and above bottom serial number. SPECIMEN perforated
at both ends of note (Robb.R.441; P.172a). Uncirculated and rare.
$1,000

2856*
H.R. Hardie (1981-85), type II, specimen ten dollars, three numbers, NAA 000000, first serial prefix. Large SPECIMEN in
red above signature and in smaller letters below top serial number and above bottom serial number. SPECIMEN perforated
at both ends of note (Robb.R.441; P.172a). Uncirculated and rare.
$1,000
2857
H.R. Hardie (1981-85), type II, ten dollars, three letters, NAA 248260/4 a run of five consecutive notes of the first serial
prefix (Robb.R.441; P.172a). Uncirculated. (5)
$150
2858
S.T. Russell (1985-89), ten dollars, three letters, NWW 781001/7 and 781015/20, two runs of seven and six consecutive
(Robb.R.443; P.172b). Uncirculated. (13)
$300
2859
D.T. Brash (1989-92), type I, ten dollars, three letters, NYF 043388/9 consecutive pair (Robb.R.445; P.172c). Uncirculated.
(2)
$50
2860
D.T. Brash, 1990, 150th Anniversary issue, ten dollars, three letters, AAA prefix single notes (Robb.R.446; P.176). Nearly
uncirculated with uneven edges having been cut from note sheets. (96)
$850
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2861
H.R. Hardie (1981-85), type II, twenty dollars, three letters, TBZ 920301/10 run of ten consecutive (Robb.R.451; P.173a).
Uncirculated. (10)
$500
2862
S.T. Russell (1985-89), twenty dollars, three letters, THF 618181/6 run of six consecutive (Robb.R.453; P.173b).
Uncirculated. (6)
$220

2863*
S.T. Russell (1985-89), twenty dollars, three letters, THF 618179/80 consecutive pair (Robb.R.453; P.173b). Uncirculated.
(2)
$70

2864*
D.T. Brash (1989-91), type I, twenty dollars, three letters, TKW 427899/900 consecutive pair (Robb.R.454; P.173c).
Uncirculated. (2)
$70
2865
H.R. Hardie (1983-85), fifty dollars, three letters, XAB 123456/9 run of four consecutive (Robb.R.461; P.174a).
Uncirculated, the first being a ladder number. (4)
$500
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2866*
H.R. Hardie (1983-85), fifty dollars, three letters, XAA 000103 (Robb.R.461; P.174a). Uncirculated, a low number from
the first serial prefix issued in 1983.
$150

2867
D.T. Brash (1989-92), type I, fifty dollars, three letters, XBJ 566655/7 consecutive trio of the first serial prefix (Robb.
R.462; P.174b). Uncirculated. (3)
$300

2868*
H.R. Hardie (1981-85), type II, one hundred dollars, three letters, YAA 005502/3 consecutive pair (Robb.R.471; P.175a).
Uncirculated. (2)
$500
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2869*
H.R. Hardie (1981-85), type II, one hundred dollars, three letters, YAA 005501 (Robb.R.471; P.175a). Uncirculated.
$250
First number of notes issued at the Reserve Bank and signed for by Alistair Robb.

2870*
S.T. Russell (1985-89), one hundred dollars, three letters, YAB 008091/2 consecutive pair of first serial prefix (Robb.
R.472; P.175b). Uncirculated. (2)
$400

2871*
S.T. Russell (1985-89), one hundred dollars, three letters, YAB 008090 first serial prefix (Robb.R.472; P.175b).
Uncirculated.
$200
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Fifth Issue 1992 - 1997

2872
D.T. Brash (1992-93), type II, 85gsm paper, five dollars, letter letter, AB 000462/3 consecutive pair, 466, 946/52 run of
seven consecutive (Robb.R.531; P.177). Uncirculated. (10)
$100

2873*
D.T. Brash (1993-99), type III, 88gsm paper, five dollars, letter letter, BS 550592, autographed on the front by Sir Edmund
Hillary (Robb.R.533; P.177) Uncirculated.
$250
Together with a signed letter of authenticity by an Inspector of Police.

2874*
D.T. Brash (1993-99), type III, 88gsm paper, five dollars, letter letter, BS 550593, autographed on the front by Sir Edmund
Hillary (Robb.R.533; P.177). Uncirculated.
$250
The next serial number to the previous lot. Together with a signed letter of authenticity by an Inspector of Police.

2875
D.T. Brash (1994-99), type IV, all blue reverse, ten dollars, letter letter, BX 830327/30 a run of four consecutive (Robb.
R.543; P.182). Uncirculated. (4)
$50
2876
D.T. Brash (1992-94), type II, twenty dollars, letter letter, AA 895643/50 run of eight consecutive, CU 204565/8 run of
four consecutive (Robb.R.551; P.179a). Uncirculated. (12)
$300
2877
D.T. Brash (1994-99), type III, modified reverse, twenty dollars, letter letter, CZ 162784/9 run of four consecutive (Robb.
R.553; P.183). Uncirculated. (4)
$100
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2878
D.T. Brash (1992-2000), type II, fifty dollars, letter letter, AA 998125/6 consecutive pair of the first prefix (Robb.R.561;
P.180). Uncirculated. (2)
$130

2879*
D.T. Brash (1992-99), type I, one hundred dollars, letter letter, AA 998279/80 consecutive pair of the first serial prefix
(Robb.R.571; P.181a). Uncirculated. (2)
$300

Sixth Issue 1999 - (Polymer Notes)

2880
Alan Bollard (2003-), polymer five dollars, letter letter, AJ 05 117532/46 run of fifteen consecutive, AK 05 117532/46 run
of fifteen consecutive (Robb.R.632; P.185b). Uncirculated. (30)
$150
2881
Alan Bollard (2003-), polymer five dollars, letter letter, AJ 05 117579/92 fourteen consecutive, AK 05 117579/92 fourteen
consecutive (Robb.R.632; P.185b). Uncirculated. (28)
$120
2882
Alan Bollard (2003-), polymer five dollars, letter letter, AH 05 233498/9 consecutive pair, AJ 05 117528/30 consecutive
trio, AK 05 117528/30 consecutive trio (Robb.R.632; P.185b). Uncirculated. (8)
$80
2883
Alan Bollard (2003-), polymer issue, five dollars, letter letter, AA 03 038942/5 a run of four consecutive (Robb.R.632;
P.-). Uncirculated. (4)
$50
2884
Alan Bollard (2004-), polymer ten dollars, letter letter, DA 06 456257/404 (Robb.R.642; P.186b), mint pack of one hundred
consecutive notes, but missing 259, 263/5, 296, 301/2, 319, 328, 330/1, 338, 345, 347, 351/3, 356/60, 363/66, 368/71,
373/5, 377, 380, 383, 385/6, 389, 392/5, 398/400, 402/3. Uncirculated. (100)
$1,000
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2885
Alan Bollard (2004-), polymer ten dollars, letter letter, AJ 06 452128/83 (Robb.R.642; P.186b), fifty-four consecutive
notes but missing 158. Uncirculated. (54)
$400
2886
D.T. Brash (1999-04), type IV, polymer twenty dollars, letter letter, AC 02 528435/40 run of six consecutive (Robb.R.651;
P.187). Uncirculated. (6)
$120
2887
Alan Bollard (2004-), polymer twenty dollars, letter letter, BK 04 369200/3 run of four consecutive (Robb.R.652; P.-).
Uncirculated. (4)
$80

Replacement Notes

2888*
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), one dollar, star replacement notes, number letter, 0A 034235/6* consecutive pair (Robb.R.313;
L.644; P.163b). Nearly uncirculated and very rare, especially as a pair. (2)
$3,000

2889*
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), one dollar, star replacement note, number letter, 0B 031799* (Robb.R.313; L.644; P.163b). Nearly
extremely fine and very rare.
$2,500
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2890*
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), one dollar, star replacement notes, letter number number, Y90 132366/7* consecutive pair (Robb.
R.315; P.163b; L.645). Nearly uncirculated. (2)
$1,000
2891
R.L. Knight (1975-77), one dollar, star replacement notes, letter number number, Y90 644082/6* a run of five consecutive
(Robb.R.317; L.657; P.163c). Uncirculated and scarce. (5)
$600

2892*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), one dollar, star replacement notes, letter number number, Y90 644080/1* consecutive pair (Robb.
R.317; L.657; P.163c). Uncirculated and scarce. (2)
$220
2893
R.L. Knight (1975-77), one dollar, star replacement notes, letter number number, Y91 261023/8* a run of six consecutive
(Robb.R.317; L.657; P.163c). Uncirculated. (6)
$90
2894
H.R. Hardie (1977-81), type I, one dollar, star replacement notes, letter number number, Y92 224680/5* run of six
consecutive (Robb.R.319; L.668; P.163d). Uncirculated. (6)
$80
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2895*
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), two dollars, star replacement notes, number letter number, 9Y0 837837/8* consecutive pair, the
first with repeating digits (Robb.R.323; L.647; P.164b). Nearly uncirculated. (2)
$1,000

2896*
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), two dollars, star replacement notes, number letter number, 9Y0 837839/40* consecutive pair (Robb.
R.323; L.647; P.164b). Nearly uncirculated, running numbers to the previous lot. (2)
$1,000

2897*
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), two dollars, star replacement note, number letter number, 9Y0 765321* (Robb.R.323; L.647;
P.164b). Nearly extremely fine.
$300
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2898*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), two dollars, star replacement notes, number letter number, 9Y1 931693/4* consecutive pair (Robb.
R.325; L.659; P.164c). Uncirculated and scarce. (2)
$250
2899
R.L. Knight (1975-77), two dollars, star replacement notes, number letter number, 9Y1 931695/6* consecutive pair (Robb.
R.325; L.659; P.164c). Uncirculated and scarce, running numbers to the previous lot. (2)
$250
2900
R.L. Knight (1975-77), two dollars, star replacement notes, number letter number, 9Y2 058498/502* run of five consecutive
(Robb.R.325; L.659; P.164c). Uncirculated. (5)
$150
2901
H.R. Hardie (1977-81), type I, two dollars, star replacement notes, number letter number, 9Y2 672835/9* run of five
consecutive; 9Y3 057341*; 9Y3 300490/500* run of eleven consecutive (Robb.R.327; L.670; P.164d). Uncirculated.
(17)
$300
2902
H.R. Hardie (1981-85), type II, two dollars, three letters, EAA 045101/5 run of five consecutive; star replacement notes,
letter letter, EA 003311/5* run of five consecutive; EA 122712*; EB 096079/81* consecutive trio (Robb.R.421, 422;
P.170a). Uncirculated. (14)
$120

2903*
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), five dollars, star replacement note, three numbers, 001 098552* (Robb.R.333; L.649; P.165b).
Nearly uncirculated and very rare.
$2,000
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2904*
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), five dollars, star replacement notes, three numbers, 990 323304/5* consecutive pair (Robb.R.333;
L.649; P.165b). Light teller flick on top of the first, uneven and slightly rough cut margins, otherwise uncirculated and
rare. (2)
$3,000

2905*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), five dollars, star replacement notes, three numbers, 990 827415/16* consecutive pair (Robb.R.335;
L.661; P.165c). Uncirculated and scarce. (2)
$350
2906
R.L. Knight (1975-77), five dollars, star replacement notes, three numbers, 990 827417/18* consecutive pair (Robb.R.335;
L.661; P.165c). Uncirculated and scarce, running numbers to the previous lot. (2)
$350
2907
H.R. Hardie (1977-81), type I, five dollars, star replacement notes, three numbers, 991 980158/62* run of five consecutive
(Robb.R.337; L.672; P.165d). Uncirculated. (5)
$200
2908
H.R. Hardie (1981-85), type II, five dollars, star replacement notes, two letters, JA 000652/66* a run of fifteen consecutive
(Robb.R.432; P.171a). Uncirculated. (15)
$500
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2909*
H.R. Hardie (1981-85), type II, five dollars, star replacement notes, two letters, JA 000650/1* consecutive pair (Robb.
R.432; P.171a). Uncirculated. (2)
$100

2910
S.T. Russell (1985-89), five dollars, star replacement notes, two letters, JA 913328/39*, a run of twelve consecutive (Robb.
R.434; P.171b). Uncirculated. (12)
$300

2911*
D.T. Brash (1992-93), type II, 85gsm paper, five dollars, replacement note, letter letter, ZZ 012729 (Robb.R.532; P.177).
Uncirculated.
$70

2912
D.T. Brash (1993-99), type III, 88gsm paper, five dollars, replacement notes, letter letter, ZZ 083157/64 run of eight
consecutive (Robb.R.533; P.177). Uncirculated. (8)
$200

2913
D.T. Brash (1993-99), type III, 88gsm paper, five dollars, replacement notes, letter letter, ZZ 083150/4 run of five consecutive
(Robb.R.533; P.177). Uncirculated. (5)
$120
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2914*
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), ten dollars, star replacement notes, letter number, AO 050694/5* consecutive pair (Robb.R.343;
L.651; P.166b). Nearly uncirculated and rare, especially as a pair. (2)
$2,200

2915*
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), ten dollars, star replacement note, letter number, AO 017835* (Robb.R.343; L.651; P.166b).
Extremely fine and rare.
$850

2916*
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), ten dollars, star replacement note, number number letter, 99A 704589* (Robb.R.345; L.653;
P.166b). Good extremely fine.
$300
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2917*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), ten dollars, star replacement notes, number number letter, 99B 589662/4* consecutive trio (Robb.
R.348; L.663; P.166c). Uncirculated. (3)
$800

2918*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), ten dollars, star replacement note, number number letter, 99B 589667* (Robb.R.348; L.663;
P.166c). Uncirculated.
$300
2919
H.R. Hardie (1977-81), type I, ten dollars, star replacement notes, number number letter, 99C 835975/83*, run of nine
consecutive (Robb.R.349b; L.674; P.166d). Uncirculated. (9)
$700
2920
H.R. Hardie (1977-81), type I, ten dollars, star replacement note, number number letter, 99D 006873* (Robb.R.349b;
L.674; P.166d). Very fine and scarce.
$50
2921
H.R. Hardie (1981-85), type II, ten dollars, star replacement notes, letter letter, NA 004281/5* a run of five consecutive
(Robb.R.442; P.172a). Uncirculated. (5)
$250
2922
H.R. Hardie (1981-85), type II, ten dollars, star replacement notes, letter letter, NB 618014/6* and NB 618028/31* a trio
and a run of four consecutive (Robb.R.442; P.172a). Uncirculated. (7)
$400
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2923
S.T. Russell ( 1985-89), ten dollars, star replacement note, letter letter, NB 846506* (Robb.R.444; P.172b).
Uncirculated.
$120
2924
D.T. Brash (1994-99), type IV, 88gsm paper, ten dollars, replacement notes, letter letter, ZZ 101518/30 a run of thirteen
consecutive (Robb.R.545; P.182). Uncirculated. (13)
$260
2925
D.T. Brash (1994-99), type IV, 88gsm paper, ten dollars, replacement notes, letter letter, ZZ 101513/7 a run of five
consecutive (Robb.R.545; P.182). Uncirculated. (5)
$150
2926
D.T. Brash (1994-99), type IV, 88gsm paper, ten dollars, replacement notes, letter letter, ZZ 101511/2 consecutive pair
(Robb.R.545; P.182). Uncirculated. (2)
$60

2927*
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), twenty dollars, star replacement note, letter letter, AA 035064* (Robb.R.353; L.655; P.167b).
Good extremely fine and rare.
$750

2928*
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), twenty dollars, star replacement notes, letter letter, YJ 001717/8* consecutive pair (Robb.R.353;
L.655; P.167b). Uncirculated and rare, especially as a pair. (2)
$1,800
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2929*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), twenty dollars, star replacement notes, letter letter, YJ 229592/3* consecutive pair (Robb.R.355;
L.665; P.167c). Uncirculated and rare, especially as a pair. (2)
$1,200

2930*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), twenty dollars, star replacement note, letter letter, YJ 229590* (Robb.R.355; L.665; P.167c).
Uncirculated and rare.
$600

2931
H.R. Hardie (1977-81), type I, twenty dollars, star replacement notes, letter letter, YJ 989437/41* run of five consecutive
(Robb.R.357; L.676; P.167d). Uncirculated. (5)
$500
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2932*
H.R. Hardie (1977-81), type I, twenty dollars, star replacement notes, letter letter, YJ 989435/6* consecutive pair (Robb.
R.357; L.676; P.167d). Uncirculated. (2)
$200
2933
H.R. Hardie (1981-85), type II, twenty dollars, star replacement notes, letter letter, TA 388766/9* run of four consecutive
(Robb.R.452; P.173a). Uncirculated. (4)
$400

2934*
H.R. Hardie (1981-85), type II, twenty dollars, star replacement notes, letter letter, TA 004503/4* consecutive pair (Robb.
R.452; P.173a). Uncirculated. (2)
$200
2935
D.T. Brash (1992-94), type II, twenty dollars, replacement notes, letter letter, ZZ 077564/70 run of seven consecutive
(Robb.R.552; P.179a). Uncirculated. (7)
$320
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2936
D.T. Brash (1992-94), type II, twenty dollars, replacement notes, letter letter, ZZ 077562/3 consecutive pair (Robb.R.552;
P.179a). Uncirculated. (2)
$120
2937
D.T. Brash (1994-99), type III, modified reverse, twenty dollars, replacement notes, letter letter, ZZ 237881/98 run of
eighteen consecutive (Robb.R.554; P.183). Uncirculated. (18)
$500

2938*
D.T. Brash (1994-99), type III, modified reverse, twenty dollars, replacement notes, letter letter, ZZ 237899/900 consecutive
pair (Robb.R.554; P.183). Uncirculated. (2)
$80
2939
D.T. Brash (1992-2000), fifty dollars, replacement notes, letter letter, ZZ 040034/6 consecutive trio (Robb.R.562; P.180).
Uncirculated and scarce. (3)
$600

2940*
D.T. Brash (1992-2000), type II, fifty dollars, replacement notes, letter letter, ZZ 040032/3 consecutive pair (Robb.R.562;
P.180). Uncirculated. (2)
$400
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2941*
D.T. Brash (1992-99), type I, one hundred dollars, replacement note, letter letter, ZZ 003992 (Robb.R.571; P.181a).
Virtually uncirculated and rare.
$500

Special Numbers

2942*
H.R. Hardie (1981-85), type II, two dollars, three letters, EAF 222222 (Robb.R.421, 422; P.170a). Uncirculated and a
scarce solid number.
$150

2943*
D.T. Brash (1989-91), type I, five dollars, three letters, JJC 111111 (Robb.R.435; P.171c). Uncirculated, a scarce solid
number.
$150
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2944
D.T. Brash (1989-91), type I, five dollars, three letters, JJC 111112/25, a run of fourteen consecutive (Robb.R.435; P.171c).
Uncirculated. (14)
$180

2945*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), one dollar, letter number number, L19 1000000 (Robb.R.316; L.656; P.163c). Uncirculated and
rare, being a one million serial number.
$800

2946*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), one dollar, letter number number, Y13 1000000 (Robb.R.316; L.656; P.163c). Virtually uncirculated
and a very rare one million serial number.
$800

2947*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), one dollar, letter number number, Y14 000001 (Robb.R.316; L.656; P.163c). Uncirculated and a
rare number one serial.
$300
Consecutive number to the previous lot.
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2948*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), two dollars, number letter number, 2J2 1000000 (Robb.R.324; L.658; P.164c). Virtually uncirculated,
a rare one million serial number.
$800

2949*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), five dollars, three numbers, 119 1000000 (Robb.R.334; L.660; P.165c). Virtually uncirculated, a
rare one million serial number.
$800

2950*
R.L. Knight (1975-77) ten dollars, number number letter, 22B 1000000 (Robb.R.346; L.662; P.166c). Uncirculated and
a very rare one million serial number.
$800
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2951*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), twenty dollars, letter letter, CL 1000000 (Robb.R.354; L.664; P.167c). Uncirculated and a very
rare one million serial number.
$950

2952*
H.R. Hardie (1981-85), type II, one dollar, three letters, AAJ 999999/1000000 (Robb.R.411; P.169a). Uncirculated and
very rare, the penultimate and the one million serial number of the prefix. (2)
$1,200

2953*
H.R. Hardie (1981-85), type II, one hundred dollars, three letters, YAA 1000000 (Robb.R.471; P.175a). Virtually
uncirculated and a very rare one million serial number.
$1,200
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2954*
D.T. Brash (1992-94), type II, twenty dollars, letter letter, AF 1000000 (Robb.R.551; P.179a). Uncirculated and a very
rare one million serial number.
$800
2955
H.R. Hardie (1981-85), type II, first prefix matched low numbered set AAA 000122, EAA 000122, JAA 000122, NAA
000122, TAA 000122, XAA 000122, YAA 000122, one, two, five, ten, twenty, fifty and one hundred dollars (Robb.R.411,
421, 431, 441, 451, 461, 471; P.169a-175a). Uncirculated. (7)
$600
2956
H.R. Hardie (1981-85), type II, first prefix matched low numbered set AAA 000123, EAA 000123, JAA 000123, NAA
000123, TAA 000123, XAA 000123, YAA 000123, one, two, five, ten, twenty, fifty and one hundred dollars (Robb.R.411,
421, 431, 441, 451, 461, 471; P.169a-175a). Uncirculated. (7)
$600
2957
H.R. Hardie (1981-85), type II, first prefix matched low numbered set AAA 000124, EAA 000124, JAA 000124, NAA
000124, TAA 000124, XAA 000124, YAA 000124, one, two, five, ten, twenty, fifty and one hundred dollars (Robb.R.411,
421, 431, 441, 451, 461, 471; P.169a-175a). Uncirculated. (7)
$600

Error Notes
2958
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), one dollar, number letter, 3J 000131/3, consecutive trio of the first prefix, the last digit in the top
serial numbers with minor slippage (Robb.R.312; L.642; P.163b). Uncirculated. (3)
$100

2959*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), one dollar, letter number number, E21 256371/2 consecutive pair, with third digit '6' slipped from
both top serial numbers (Robb.R.316; L.656; P.163c). Uncirculated. (2)
$250
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2960
R.L. Knight (1975-77), one dollar, letter number number, K14 848229, with the fourth digit '2' slipped in the top serial
number (Robb.R.316; L.656; P.163c). Uncirculated.
$100
2961
H.R. Hardie (1977-81), type I, one dollar, letter number number, S20 089052, last digit '2' in top serial number slipped
upwards (Robb.R.318; L.667; P.163d). Uncirculated.
$100
2962
H.R. Hardie (1977-81), type I, one dollar, letter number number, S20 088246, last digit '6' in top serial number slipped
upwards (Robb.R.318; L.667; P.163d). Uncirculated.
$100

2963*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), five dollars, three numbers, 108 200671/2 consecutive pair, slipped fifth digit '7' on both top serial
numbers (Robb.R.334; L.660; P.165c). Virtually uncirculated. (2)
$220

2964*
H.R. Hardie (1977-81), type I, five dollars, star replacement notes, three numbers, 991 815482/3* consecutive pair, the
second digit '1' of a smaller typeface on both top serial numbers (Robb.R.337; L.672; P.165d). Uncirculated, a rare error
on a replacement note. (2)
$350
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2965
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), ten dollars, letter number, S8 912993, the second digit '1' slipped in the top serial number (Robb.
R.342; L.650; P.166b). Nearly uncirculated.
$200

2966
R.L. Knight (1975-77), twenty dollars, letter letter, CL 844598/9 consecutive pair, with fade out of the fourth digit '5' on
top serial numbers on both notes (Robb.R.354; L.664; P.167c). Nearly uncirculated. (2)
$350

2967
S.T. Russell (1985-89), twenty dollars, three letters, TEH 052498/9 consecutive pair, with fade out of the third digit '4' of
the serial numbers on both notes (Robb.R.453; P.173b). Uncirculated. (2)
$250

2968
D.T. Brash (1999-04), type IV, polymer twenty dollars, letter letter, CG 02 559995/6 consecutive pair, the first note with the
left hand vertical serial number showing last digit aligned one space to the right (Robb.R.651; P.187). Uncirculated. (2)
$120

2969*
T.P. Hanna (1940-55), one pound, letter over date H/54 904358, two notes with identical serial numbers (Robb.R.222b;
L.612; P.159a). Very fine and very rare. (2)
$2,000
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 81 (lot 2570).
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2970*
R.N. Fleming (1956-67), one pound, without security thread, three numbers, 079 787621, with a third rogue number 079
787623 on the front and two partial numbers in offset on the back (Robb.R.227b; L.629, P.159c). Very fine, with two
whiteout spots in bottom margin, rare.
$400

Lot 2971
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2971*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), one dollar, letter number number, two notes with mis-matched serial numbers, Y14 614486/7 on
the first note and Y14 614496/7 on the second note (Robb.R.316; L.656; P.163c). Nearly uncirculated. (2)
$300

2972*
R.N. Fleming (1967-68), two dollars, number letter number, 0A0 056998/9 mis-matched serial number pair of the first
serial prefix, the second note having the top serial number identical to the first note (Robb.R.321; L.637; P.164a). Nearly
uncirculated and rare. (2)
$650

2973*
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), two dollars, number letter number, 1J9 395385 and 1J6 395385, mis-matched prefixes (Robb.
R.322; L.646; P.164b). Nearly very fine.
$250
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part

2974*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), two dollars, number letter number, mis-matched numbers, 2K0 232431/3 and 2K0 232647/9 on
the first three notes, 2K0 232434/8 and 2K0 232649 on the next five notes, 2K0 232439/40 and 2K0 232650/1 on the
last two notes (Robb.R.324; L.658; P.164c). Nearly uncirculated, a spectacular run of errors. (10)
$2,000

2975*
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), five dollars, three numbers, 030 805005, two notes with identical serial numbers (Robb.R.332;
L.648; P.165b). Nearly extremely fine and rare. (2)
$1,000
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2976*
D.T. Brash (1992-93), type II, 85gsm paper, five dollars, letter letter, AB 970943 and AE 970943, mis-matched prefix
letters (Robb.R.531; P.177). Fine.
$250

2977*
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), ten dollars, number number letter, 14L 637874 and 14L 637875, mis-matched serial numbers
(Robb.R.344; L.652; P.166b). Extremely fine.
$400

2978
R.L. Knight (1975-77) ten dollars, number number letter, 18A 428050/8 at the top and 18A 428050/428041/8 at the
bottom, a run of nine consecutive notes with mis-matched serial numbers, the first note with normal matching numbers,
the other eight out by one digit (Robb.R.346; L.662; P.166c). Uncirculated, a rare and spectacular run. (9)
$2,500
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2979*
R.L. Knight (1975-77) ten dollars, number number letter, 18A 428013/5 and 18A 428003/5, three consecutive, with mismatched serial numbers (Robb.R.346; L.662; P.166c). Uncirculated. (3)
$750

2980*
R.L. Knight (1975-77) ten dollars, number number letter, 18A 428034 and 18A 428024, mis-matched serial numbers
(Robb.R.346; L.662; P.166c). Uncirculated.
$250

2981*
D.T. Brash (2000), polymer Millennium issue ten dollars, letter letter, NZ 00730618 and NZ 00730918, mis-matched red
serial numbers on the third to last digit (Robb.R.643; P.190b). Uncirculated.
$250
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2982*
D.T. Brash (1994-99), type III, modified reverse, twenty dollars, letter letter, EG 780822 and EH 780822, mis-matched
prefixes with the second serial number vertically at the right instead of the left (Robb.R.553; P.183). Has been torn almost
in half and repaired with cellotape, otherwise very fine.
$250

2983*
R.N. Fleming (1967-68), one hundred dollars, letter, G 208648 and G 208649, mis-matched serial numbers (Robb.R.381;
L.641; P.168a). Good very fine and rare, especially being a one hundred dollar note.
$1,200
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 89 (lot 3293).

2984*
D.T. Brash (1999-2004), type II, polymer one hundred dollars, letter letter, AH 99 851300 and BB 99 851300, mis-matched
prefixes, with the vertical number positioned on the right instead of the left (Robb.R.671; P.189). Uncirculated, a rare
error, especially on a hundred dollar note.
$600
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2985*
H.R. Hardie (1977-81), type I, two dollars, number letter number, 2Y0 8------ at bottom, top serial number completely
omitted, 856496 written in pen at left (Robb.R.326; L.669; P.164d). Nearly uncirculated.
$350

2986*
H.R. Hardie (1977-81), type I, two dollars, number letter number, 2Y0 748785 at bottom, top serial number
completely omitted from the front but partially printed at an angle on the back (Robb.R.326; L.669; P.164d). Virtually
uncirculated.
$300
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2987*
R.N. Fleming (1967-68), ten dollars, letter number, E1 593322, the bottom serial number printed in full but only the prefix
printed at the top, the rest of the serial number having been omitted (Robb.R.341; L.639; P.166a). Good very fine.
$250

2988*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), ten dollars, number number letter, 17E 766099, with only the bottom serial number, the top number
totally omitted (Robb.R.346; L.662; P.166c). Extremely fine.
$450

2989*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), ten dollars, both serial numbers completely omitted, 19S 943424 written across face in black
marker pen (Robb.R.346; L.662; P.166c). Extremely fine.
$400
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2990*
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), twenty dollars, letter letter, BE 658449, with only the top serial number, the bottom number totally
omitted from the front, the prefix letters BE printed at an angle on the back (Robb.R.352; L.654; P.167b). Very fine.
$450

2991*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), twenty dollars, both serial numbers totally omitted, BS 132354 written in pen at left (Robb.R.354;
L.664; P.167c). Extremely fine and rare.
$500
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2992*
H.R. Hardie (1977-81), type I, twenty dollars, letter letter, ES 022339, missing prefix letters at top and missing all but first
digit of serial number at the bottom (Robb.R.356; L.675; P.167d). Extremely fine.
$350

2993*
S.T. Russell (1985-89), twenty dollars, serial numbers totally omitted from the front, TDC 237962, TDC 307962 and 962
printed at an angle on the back (Robb.R.453; P.173b). Virtually uncirculated and rare.
$450
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2994*
D.T. Brash (1992-2000), type II, fifty dollars, both serial numbers totally omitted (Robb.R.561; P.180). Uncirculated and
very rare.
$700
2995
D.T. Brash (1994-99), type III, modified reverse, twenty dollars, letter letter, FU 883058/60 consecutive trio, the middle
note (FU 883059) with metal security strip on the right hand side, normally on the left. (Robb.R.553; P.183). Uncirculated.
(3)
$250
2996
S.T. Russell (1985-89), two dollars, three letters, ELZ 575998/9, consecutive pair with purple ink spill at right on front,
left on back (Robb.R.423; P.170b). Uncirculated. (2)
$150

2997*
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), five dollars, three numbers, 028 572557, partial orange ink fadeout during the intaglio print phase
on front (Robb.R.332; L.648; P.165b). Uncirculated.
$250

Lot 2998
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2998*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), five dollars, three numbers, 088 879244, with large ink spill on the front (Robb.R.334; L.660;
P.165c). Uncirculated.
$270

2999*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), five dollars, three numbers, 088 502831, with ink smudge on the front (Robb.R.334; L.660;
P.165c). Extremely fine.
$260

3000*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), five dollars, three numbers, 088 578056, with large ink spill on the front (Robb.R.334; L.660;
P.165c). Extremely fine.
$260

3001*
S.T. Russell (1985-89), five dollars, three letters, JFW 701551, major orange ink spill on back (Robb.R.433; P.171b).
Good very fine.
$250
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3002
D.T. Brash (1999-04), type IV, polymer twenty dollars, letter letter, CI 99 699069, minor ink smudge on front (Robb.
R.651; P.187). Uncirculated.
$100
3003
D.T. Brash (1999-04), type IV, polymer twenty dollars, letter letter, DA 02 456019, minor ink smudge on front and back
(Robb.R.651; P.187). Nearly uncirculated.
$60
3004
D.T. Brash (1999-04), type IV, polymer twenty dollars, letter letter, AA 02 419972, minor ink smudge on front (Robb.
R.651; P.187). Very fine.
$60
3005
H.R. Hardie (1983-85), fifty dollars, three letters, XBE 717483, light yellow ink shading over most of front (Robb.R.461;
P.174a). Uncirculated.
$200

3006*
D.T. Brash (1999-2004), type II, polymer one hundred dollars, letter letter, CA 99 733401, major purple ink spill on front
(Robb.R.671; P.189). Uncirculated.
$400
3007
R.L. Knight (1975-77), five dollars, three numbers, 143 990910 partial ink fadeout on front during intaglio printing phase
(Robb.R.334; L.660; P.165c). Uncirculated.
$120

3008*
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), ten dollars, number number letter, 13L 614864, missing the simultan design on the front (Robb.
R.344; L.652; P.166b). Nearly uncirculated and very rare.
$800
Together with a normal issued note Y8 129516 for comparison.
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3009*
S.T. Russell (1985-89), ten dollars, three letters, NTV 662064, missing simultan printing phase on back (Robb.R.443;
P.172b). Nearly uncirculated, a spectacular error.
$800

3010*
S.T. Russell (1985-89), ten dollars, three letters, NTV 742063, missing simultan printing phase on back (Robb.R.443;
P.172b). Good fine and rare.
$600

3011*
H.R. Hardie (1977-81), type I, twenty dollars, letter letter, HS 795893, missing simultan printing phase on back (Robb.
R.356; L.675; P.167d). Nearly uncirculated, a spectacular error.
$1,000
Together with a normal note JE 525842 for comparison.
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3012*
D.T. Brash (1999-04), type IV, polymer twenty dollars, letter letter, BM 99 378658, spectacular ink fade out on back with
the undertype still visible (Robb.R.651; P.187). Very fine.
$500

part

3013*
H.R. Hardie (1977-81), type I, five dollars, three numbers, 171 278389/91 consecutive trio, the middle note with partial
wet ink transfer from the back to the front (Robb.R.336; L.671; P.165d). Uncirculated. (3)
$150
3014
H.R. Hardie (1981-85), type II, five dollars, three letters, JBR 249637/8 consecutive pair, both with partial wet ink transfers
from the backs to the fronts (Robb.R.431; P.171a). Uncirculated. (2)
$250

3015*
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), ten dollars, number number letter, 13H 452568, sixty percent wet ink transfer from the back to the
front (Robb.R.344; L.652; P.166b). Nearly fine.
$250
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3016
R.L. Knight (1975-77), ten dollars, number number letter, 18H 795724, partial wet ink transfer from the back to the front
(Robb.R.346; L.662; P.166c). Fine.
$150
3017
S.T. Russell (1985-89), ten dollars, three letters, NMZ 475625/8 a run of four consecutive notes with partial wet ink
transfers from the backs to the fronts, progressive darkening of ink (Robb.R.443; P.172b). Uncirculated. (4)
$450

3018*
S.T. Russell (1985-89), ten dollars, three letters, NNB 889466, fifty percent wet ink transfer from the front to the back
(Robb.R.443; P.172b). Nearly uncirculated.
$170
3019
S.T. Russell (1985-89), ten dollars, three letters, NPW 873611, partial wet ink transfer from the back to the front (Robb.
R.443; P.172b). Virtually uncirculated.
$150
3020
S.T. Russell (1985-89), ten dollars, three letters, NMZ 630664, partial wet ink transfer from the front to the back (Robb.
R.443; P.172b). Extremely fine.
$150

3021*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), twenty dollars, letter letter, CK 376342, partial wet ink transfer from the back to the front (Robb.
R.354; L.664; P.167c). Extremely fine.
$200
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3022*
H.R. Hardie (1981-85), type II, twenty dollars, three letters, TAE 396763, spectacular eighty percent wet ink transfer from
the front to the back (Robb.R.451; P.173a). Extremely fine.
$300

3023*
H.R. Hardie (1981-85), type II, twenty dollars, three letters, TAR 877318, partial wet ink transfer from the front to the
back (Robb.R.451; P.173a). Very fine.
$200

3024
H.R. Hardie (1983-85), fifty dollars, three letters, XAZ 155714/5 consecutive pair with partial wet ink transfer from the
front to the back on both notes (Robb.R.461; P.174a). Uncirculated. (2)
$400
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3025*
R.N. Fleming (1956-67), one pound, with security thread, three numbers, 296 064650, three creases disrupting the printing
phases front and back (Robb.R.228; L.629, P.159d). Fine and rare.
$320

3026*
R.N. Fleming (1956-67), five pounds, with security thread, number number letter, 11J 104397, paper fold causing distruption
to printing front and back (Robb.R.246; L.631; P.160d). Very fine and rare.
$350
Together with newspaper cutting from 2nd July 1966.
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3027
R.L. Knight (1975-77), ten dollars, number number letter, 21A 695481, paper crease causing disruption to both printing
phases front and back (Robb.R.346; L.662; P.166c). Very fine, a 1.5cm tear in top margin near fold.
$150
3028
S.T. Russell (1985-89), ten dollars, three letters, NNB 944981, paper crease causing discruption to the intaglio print front
and back (Robb.R.443; P.172b). Extremely fine.
$200
3029
H.R. Hardie (1977-81), type I, twenty dollars, letter letter, HB 056483, paper fold causing disruption to intaglio print
front and back (Robb.R.356; L.675; P.167d). Very fine with blunt left top corner and four staple holes at left.
$230

3030*
S.T. Russell (1985-89), twenty dollars, three letters, TDY 206044, paper crease causing disruption to the intaglio printing
phase on the front (Robb.R.453; P.173b). Uncirculated.
$250
3031
S.T. Russell (1985-89), one hundred dollars, three letters, YAB 768634, first serial prefix, paper crease causing disruption
to the printing phases front and back (Robb.R.472; P.175b). Extremely fine.
$350

3032*
R.N. Fleming (1956-67), one pound, with security thread, three numbers, 245 625351, obstruction to the intaglio printing
phase on the front caused by paper fold (Robb.R.228; L.629, P.159d). Virtually uncirculated and a rare error on a predecimal note.
$400
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3033*
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), one dollar, letter number number, K00 327973, partial obstruction to intaglio print on back caused
by paper fold. (Robb.R.314; P.163b; L.642). Very fine and rare.
$300

3034*
S.T. Russell (1985-89), ten dollars, three letters, NNR 746276, obstruction to the intaglio printing phase on the front,
caused by paper fold (Robb.R.443; P.172b). Virtually uncirculated and rare.
$350

3035*
D.T. Brash (1992-2000), type II, fifty dollars, letter letter, BB 596080, partial obstruction to intaglio print on back (Robb.
R.561; P.180). Extremely fine.
$350
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3036*
D.T. Brash (1992-2000), type II, fifty dollars, letter letter, BC 746080, partial obstruction to intaglio printing phase on
back at left (Robb.R.561; P.180). Nearly extremely fine.
$350

3037*
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), one dollar, number letter, 9B 482218, torn right hand corner paper flap, intaglio print only showing
on flap with simultan underneath (Robb.R.312; L.642; P.163b). Extremely fine and rare.
$300
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3038*
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), one dollar, letter number number, K00 770536, large printed right hand corner paper flap, with
printers selvedge (Robb.R.314; L.642; P.163b). Nearly extremely fine, a spectacular rarity.
$500

3039*
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), one dollar, letter number number, K04 098122, top right hand corner 'dog ear' corner paper flap,
part of serial number printed thereon (Robb.R.314; L.642; P.163b). Extremely fine and rare.
$250
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3040*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), one dollar, letter number number, B21 090930, major right hand corner fold, overprinted with
intaglio printing phase, underneath with simultan only (Robb.R.316; L.656; P.163c). Fine and a spectacular error.
$400

Lot 3041 part
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Lot 3041 part

3041*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), two dollars, number letter number, 2C2 032881/4 a run of four consecutive notes, the first three
with top right hand corner 'dog ear' paper flaps, partial serial numbers printed on each (Robb.R.324; L.658; P.164c).
Nearly uncirculated and rare. (4)
$700

3042*
H.R. Hardie (1977-81), type I, two dollars, number letter number, 3E0 987899, printed 25mm corner paper flap at bottom
left (Robb.R.326; L.669; P.164d). Good fine and rare, a five mm tear in bottom margin at flap.
$280
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3043*
D.L. Wilks (1968-75), five dollars, three numbers, 029 983554, top serial number omitted from front, partially printed
on back of large corner paper flap (Robb.R.332; L.648; P.165b). Tears and cellotape repair, fair.
$140

3044*
R.N. Fleming (1967-68), ten dollars, letter number, B2 334101, paper tear, flap folded over on back containing the intaglio
and simultan printing phases (Robb.R.341; L.639; P.166a). Uncirculated, unusual and rare.
$350

3045*
H.R. Hardie (1977-81), type I, ten dollars, number number letter, 25Y 688839, printed 30mm corner flap at bottom right
(Robb.R.349a; L.673; P.166d). Nearly uncirculated.
$300
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3046*
R.L. Knight (1975-77), twenty dollars, letter letter, CL 095865, top number omitted from front of note, partially printed
on the back of corner paper flap, red ink smudges front and back (Robb.R.354; L.664; P.167c). Nearly very fine.
$250
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3051
Papal seal, envelope dated 7 July 1861, with five different
location postmarks, with Papal State stamp, addressed
'A Sua, Eccellenza Rv. Mo II Sig. Cardinale Penitenziere
Maggiore, Roma' (To His Excellency Most Reverend Mr.
Cardinal Penitentiary Major, Rome), inside the papal seal
impressed on paper and affixed. Hole where letter opened
otherwise very fine.
$150

Ninth Session, Continued

Follows the Robb Family Collection,
Session Nine, Commenced at 4.30 pm

The Penitentiary Major is the Cardinal who heads the Apostolic Penitentiary,
one of the three tribunals of the Roman Curia. It is chiefly a tribunal of mercy
and is responsible for the absolution of excommunications, the dispensation
of sacramental impediments and the issuance of governance of indulgences.
During a conclave the Penitentiary Major is the only Cardinal permitted to
receive messages from his office and reply if required. He is also one of the
few who retains his position outside Sede Vacante.

DOCUMENTS

Ex Mark Marshan Collection.

3047
Elizabeth I, hand written note in ink from 1542, by Walter F
Payte. Badly damaged, mounted on board, fair for age.
$50

3052
Indenture for Deed, dated 7 March 1872, extending
co-partnership term as commission merchants between
Alexander Learmonth and Samuel Dickinson for a period
of ten years from 31st December 1872, three pages written
in easily read style. An interesting Australian colonial
document, very fine.
$50

3048
John Franklin, signature, portion of document dated and
signed by John Franklin on 24 May 1839 together with
signature of Colonial Secretary and Registrar with affixed
impressed paper seal of William IV, features the Royal Arms
with the legend ' Gulielmus IV D.G. Britanniar. Rex. F.D.
Sigillum Terrae Diemanensis'. Some foxing but historic
signature and seal, very fine.
$200

3053
Waverley Council, bravery commendation to Mr Bert
Doherty, 3 April 1923, signed under seal of the Council by
the Mayor and the Town Clerk commending Mr Doherty for
rescuing Miss T.Kirby from drowning off the rocks at Ben
Buckler, North Bondi on Sunday 18 March 1923. Fine.
$50

Sir John Franklin (1786-1847), rear admiral, Arctic explorer and Lt-Governor
of Van Diemen's Land. Following an outstanding career as a sailor and later
an Arctic explorer, Franklin arrived in Hobart Town in 1837 to succeed
Colonel Arthur as Lt-Governor. During the period of his governorship he had
to cope with great internal and external pressures. He returned to England in
1843 and in 1847 he set off once again to the Arctic to seek the Northwest
Passage only to die when in sight of his goal. Franklin's portrait is featured
on the Australian five pounds note, 1954-66. With research.

An account of the rescue is detailed in the commendation.

3054
Queen's Birthday Honours, 1969, tributes and
congratulations on award of OBE to Mr M.H.Kellerman,
a prominent member of the Australian Jewish community
and the International Correspondence School (I.C.S.)
system, including telegrams, letters and cards from the I.C.S.
worldwide community, educational institutions, family,
friends and prominent members of government including
Governor Sir Roden Cutler, Premier of New South Wales
R.W.Askin, Deputy Leader of the Opposition, S.D.Einfeld,
all stored in a scrap book album with six unrelated graphics
in front pages. Very fine. (lot)
$50

3049
Letter envelope, Liverpool Ja 18, 1838 to Lieut Col
C.Bentinck, Coldstream Guards, Orderly Room, Horse
Guards, London, from Daniel William relating to refusal of
credit for goods to be sent to the British Colony of Demerara;
Burma, Engineer Second Class, Certificate of Competency, 5
Oct 1919, stamp of the Burma Boiler Commission, Rangoon,
photo of recipient affixed with signature across. Sharp, clean
postmarks on letter envelope, very fine. (2)
$70
The Bentinck name is prominent in the military and peerage. Henry William
Bentinck was Lieutenant Governor of Demerara from 8 May 1806 - February
1812. No doubt there is a family connection to Lt Col C Bentinck.

3055
Frank Sinatra signature, on FS notecard of thanks dated
November 5, 1975 addressed to Mr Spiegel, in an envelope
addressed to Mr Harold S. Spiegel, Hollywood, California,
postmarked Nov 5 '75, return to sender address on back flap
in gold print, Frank Sinatra, 1041 North Formosa Avenue,
Hollywood, California 90046. The card extremely fine, the
envelope very fine.
$50

3050
Letter of reference, from Mayor of Manchester, England,
11 July 1849, under seal, for George Gardner Whitlow for
his emigration to Australia; two Certificates of Marriage,
Colony of Victoria, 1878 and 1885; business letter dated 10
June 1930 featuring image of Sydney Harbour Bridge with
caption 'North Shore Bridge - - Progress'; a variety of other
business, insurance, war related and political documents for
the period 1930 - 1960s; No.5 Opera House Lottery ticket;
Royal Antediluvian Order of Buffaloes Grand Australian
banner, certificate for induction and installation as a Certified
Primo, 1940; The Scotsman calendar for 1945. Stored in a
photo album, good - very good. (approx 80)
$50

3056
Miners rights, Colony of Victoria, Ballarat, 1896, 1897
and 1898 (2) for five shillings; Western Australia, Yilqarn
Goldfield, 1894, issued to Patrick (Paddy) Hannan. First
four modern copies, last modern facsimilie, very fine uncirculated. (5)
$50
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3057
Victoria, Rutherglen, Electric Light Proposal, two printed
pages dated 1911 from Rutherglen Borough Council
recommending an Electric Light System in Rutherglen and
another undated single page, 'Reasons Why You Should vote
against the Electric Light Scheme' by Councillor R.Ready.
Tears on folds and corners but interesting and historic
documents, very good. (2)
$50

3062
Bank of Australasia, vellum covered book with brass securing
latch, Checks on Teller's Cash, Stamp a/c & Charges from
23/2/37, inside a list of the bank's Australasian offices. Fine
and scarce.
$50
Ex Banking & Currency Museum.

3063
State Savings Bank of Victoria, locking Code Book, 1923,
for telegraphic remittances to Central Banks and branches,
522pp, with fitted brass lock and key. As new condition
and scarce.
$100

3058
Australian Repatriation Fund, June 4, 1917, silk lapel badge
issued by Glideway Skaterink, Brisbane to raise funds for
repatriated soldiers (2); treasury bond No.480 for one
hundred reales issued by Bayona region of Spain Treasury
Office, 1 November 1873. Extremely fine - uncirculated.
(3)
$50

Ex Banking & Currency Museum.

3064
State Savings Bank of Victoria, locking Code Book, for
telegraphic remittances to Central Banks and branches,
263pp, with fitted brass lock and key. As new condition
and scarce.
$80

3059
Footrot Flats, comic books, numbers 1-3, 5-13 and Footrot
Flats 'Weekender'. Very fine. (13)
$30

Ex Banking & Currency Museum.

3060
Royal Mint Melbourne, an important accumulation of
reports, newspaper clippings, books and a catalogue relating
to the Melbourne Branch of the Royal Mint including,
Catalogue of Exhibits shown at the Melbourne International
Exhibition 1880, with Explanation, published by authority
of the Deputy Master, V.Delves-Broughton, printed by
John Ferres, Government Printer, Melbourne, 42pps.;
Record Books (2) of Persons Visiting after working hours,
16/6/1910 - 22/10/1925, 22/10/1925 - 9/11/1937, noted
number of entries by Le Souef; reports including 'Order
in Council Constituting a Branch Mint at Melbourne' at
the Court at Osbourne House, Isle of Wight, 7th August,
1869 'That a Branch of the Royal Mint be established at
or near Melbourne, in Victoria ...'; Annual Reports of the
Deputy Master and Comptroller of the Royal Mint for 1925,
1965 and 1967; book, T.K.Rose., The Metallurgy of Gold,
London, 1894, 462pp.; notebook with handwritten notes
dated 1898-1963 detailing staff promotions, leave, increase
to working staff, constitution of working staff, security,
chimney sweeping, 60pp.; newspaper clippings, The Age
12/7/1890 'The Coinage of Silver and Bronze Operations
at the Melbourne Mint'; 5/6/1907 'Startling Robbery at
the Mint'; 7/1/1901 'Silver Coinage in the Colonies'; The
Australian Mining Standard, 26/10/1897 'The Perth Mint';
The Herald, 26/2/1891 'Should Australia Mint Silver';
together with an Imperial Service Medal (GVR)(1931-37)
impressed to James Alexander, awarded for forty eight years
service at the Royal Mint, Melbourne; also photographs.
Fair - extremely fine.
$750

3065
A group of 'Warrants for Interest', Commercial Bank of
Australia Ltd, 30.9.1891 for £12.18.7; another, 30.9.1896
for £3.4.7; another, 31.12.1899 for £0.8.8; another,
31.3.1900 for £0.18.3; The Australasian Joint Stock Bank
Ltd, 21.2.1895 for £11.19.3. Mostly fine - very fine. (5)
$90
3066
Australian cheques, a wide selection including, the City
Bank of Sydney 187-; Commercial Bank of Australia Ltd,
Melbourne; The English Scottish & Australian Bank Ltd,
Moss Vale; Bank N.S.W., Dunedoo; another Forbes; another
'On Account of the Public Service NSW'; Commercial
Bank, Melbourne; Commercial Banking Co of Sydney Ltd;
The National Bank of Australasia Ltd (for the Broken Hill
Proprietary Co ltd), used and unused; Australian cheques,
including the Commercial Bank of Australia Ltd, Melbourne;
The Queensland National Bank Ltd, Brisbane; The English
Scottish & Australian Bank Ltd, Moss Vale; The Commercial
Banking Company of Sydney Ltd, Five Dock, Delegate
NSW, Beaufort VIC; The Bank of New South Wales Sydney,
Forbes, Croydon, North Auburn, Dunedoo and 'On the
account of the Public Service NSW'; Commonwealth Bank
of Australia, Sydney, Glen-Huntley VIC; Commonwealth
Trading Bank of Australia, Double Bay, Northbridge, NSW,
Geelong, Toorak VIC; Australia and New Zealand Bank
Ltd, Ashfield; Rural Bank, Coonamble; the National Bank
of Australia Ltd, Rydalmere; the National Bank, Emerald
Qld. Fine - uncirculated. (41)
$150

3061
Banking documents, ANZ Banking Group, colourful and
decorative official invitations (285mm x 210mm) to the
opening of the ANZ Centre, 103 Macquarie Street Branch,
Hobart, 12 August 1992, together with accompanying, also
colourful, entree card, (3 sets). Uncirculated. (6 items)
$30

3067
World cheques, Great Britain, Lloyds Bank, Eastbourne,
1906, Mansfield, 1973 for Mansfield Standard Sand
Company, Margate, 1966 for Cobb & Co (Brewers);
Canada, Banque de Montreal, Three Rivers, 1932, Bank
of Nova Scotia, Toronto, 1934, Canadian Imperial Bank of
Commerce, Fort William, 1965, Royal Bank of Canada (6,
Halifax [5, 1945-1949], Saint John [1947]); U.S.A., Bank of
Farmington, Farmington Mo., 1910 for St Francois County
Railway, Huntington National Bank, Columbus, O., 1922

The colonial two storey building at 103 Macquarie Street, Hobart was
restored by the ANZ Banking Group for use as a branch office. There is an
image of the premises on the invitation.
Ex M.P.Vort-Ronald Collection.
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for Columbus & Xenia Railroad, First National Bank (2,
Cooperstown, NY, 1904 and Reading, 1912 for Reading
Brewery), National Bank of Salem (3, 1871, 1872, 1873
all different), National Bank of North America, New York,
1898, San Francisco Savings and Loan Society, Park-Presidio,
unissued; promissory note, St Louis, Mo., 1922. Some with
duty stamps, some cancelled as paid, some endorsed, nice
clean lot, most with vignettes, very fine. (22)
$50

3072
Reserve Bank of Australia, note parcel control cards with
certification signed by Note Printing Branch and also Note
Issue Branch and all dated 1965, cards for ten shillings
(orange) AH/63 022001/023000; one pound (green) (2)
HK/58 232001/233000 and HK/58 264001/265000;
five pounds (blue) (2, Royal blue and Navy blue) TD/05
833001/834000, TD/06 192001/193000; ten pounds (red)
WA/60 081001/082000. Fine - very fine and scarce.
$50

3068
U.S.A., bearer bills, State Stock Bank, Logansport, one dollar,
Octr 20th 1852; Summit County Bank, Cuyahoga Falls, O.,
ten cents, 1862 (unissued); The Valley Bank, Hagerstown,
Maryland, five dollars, 1855, 1856 (overprinted in red
'Five'); The Store at Indiana Iron Works, one dollar, Jan. 1st,
1856; cheque, Wells Fargo & Co, Virginia City, Aug 24 1864;
bonds and notes, State of Louisiana, five dollars, five attached
coupons, due January 1st 1886; State of Mississsippi,
cotton pledged, three dollars, 1st May 1862; State of North
Carolina, County of Guildford, Revenue Anticipation Notes,
due 1933, twenty five cents, fifty cents (2), one dollar, five
dollars; Gulf & Ship Island Railroad Company, interest
coupon, Jany. 1910; U.S. Department of Agriculture, Food
Coupon, one dollar (3, 1982A, 1982B [2]); Daniel Boone
Days Celebration, one wooden nickel (wooden note), 1939;
Wholesale Liquor Dealers Stamp, Series of 1910, unissued;
International Response Coupon, Jan 31, 1967, Wilmington,
Del. Greenville. Good - uncirculated. (20)
$150

3073
Australia, decimal currency computer for converting £.S.D.
to decimal currency (round card) (120mm); another 'with
compliments Crosby Sensitizing Pty Ltd'; another, metal
(64 mm) 'with compliments multi-form printers pty ltd';
another 'J.P.P Decimal converter', card manufactured by
J.P. Products Pty Ltd Croydon, South Australia; another
Amalgamated Wireless Valve Company PL; another ANZ
Bank Currency Conversion Guide. Good very fine - good
extremely fine. (8)
$130
3074
Funny money, Australian political notes, Bob Hawke, fifty
five and half cents on one dollar; Billy Snedden, ten cents on
ten dollars (2); Malcolm Fraser, three dollars on two dollars
(2); John Hewson, four dollars twenty five cents on five
dollars (2); John Howard, no value on one hundred dollars
(2); Confederate States of America, Richmond 1862, one
hundred dollars, overprinted 'Red Garter, S.F., Suds Rakeoff'
with advertising for sale of beer; U.S.A., one million dollars
note. Mostly very fine - uncirculated. (11)
$50

3069
Travellers Cheques, The Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney Limited complete 'Specimen' set containing 10, 20,
and 50 dollars 'Australian currency' '000000' on original
official folders of issue. Uncirculated. (6)
$100

3075
Australia, 'funny money', a wide selection, including
political, advertising, store, auction, food vouchers, discount
and gift vouchers. Mostly uncirculated. (96)
$160

3070
Travellers Cheques, a group of Australian and world
travellers cheques, includes Savings Bank of South Australia,
twenty and fifty dollars; National Bank of Australasia
Ltd, twenty and fifty dollars; Thomas Cook, fifty dollars
and£20; Commercial Bank of Australia Ltd,£5 (2) and£10
(2); Lloyds Bank,£10 and£20; Japan, specimen 10,000 yen;
National Provincial Bank Ltd, various types,£5 (2),£10
(2),£20 (2); American Express Co. cheque specimen; Hong
Kong, Kowloon Cricket Club coupons and chits plus some
Australian cheques. All housed in FDC pages, mostly very
fine - uncirculated. (28)
$150

3076
New South Wales mining. Vimy Ridge Gold Mining
Company, near Bega, 1924; Bega Mines, 1933; Broken Hill
South, 1925 and 1936 (different types); Broken Hill South
Silver Mining Company, 1916; North Broken Hill Limited,
1927; North Broken Hill Mining Company, 1909; Silver
Peak (Broken Hill) Limited, 1949. A few with edge tears,
very fine. (8)
$60

3071
Traveller's Cheques, Bank of America, two 'Specimen' U.S.
20 dollars 711 831253, 422 456 781, on official folder of
issue (1965 issue) with details of use in 3 languages; Canadian
Pacific Express Company, three 'Specimen' U.S. 20 dollars
printed on card of issue (series, 61, 71, 83); U.S.A., Specimen
Cheques, National Bank of Detroit also overprinted 'No
longer in use'; First Wisconsin National Bank of Milwaukee;
New England Merchants National Bank overstamped 'void';
European-American Bank and Trust Company, New York;
plus Bank of South Pacific limited. All cancelled 'specimen'
or void, very fine - extremely fine. (10)
$80

3077*
New South Wales mining. Jeffree & Gellard's Amalgamated
Gold Mining Company, Hawkins' Hill, 1873, to Albert
Jeffree of Hill End, one hundred promotor's shares. Nearly
extremely fine.
$100
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3078
Northern Territory mining. Spring Hill (Northern Territory)
Gold No Liability, Pine Creek, partly paid, 1951 (3,
consecutive); fully paid, 1952 (different plate); fully paid,
1952-1953 (22, includes consecutive 10, 3, 4 and 5) (two
different plates); contributing, 1953; fully paid, 1954 (101,
includes consecutive 2 [3], 3, 5 [4], 9, 10 [2], 12, 30) (two
different plates). One of the first item with missing corner,
fine - good very fine. (128)
$200

3084
Australia debentures. The Associated Financial Corporation,
1902; Australian & New Zealand Investments Limited,
1928; The Celtic Club, Melbourne, 1962; Chevron Sydney
Limited, 1966; Midland Railway Company of Western
Australia, 1920; Queensland Forests Limited, 1931. The
second last with edge tears otherwise very fine. (6)
$60
3085
Debentures, Municipality of Clarence, Instalment Debenture
to Hobart Savings Bank, 1957, unissued; Argentine, City
of Santa Fe, Loan of 1889; Peru, Compania Nacional del
Ferrorarril Mineral de Pasco, 1872; South Africa, The British
South Africa Company, 1955; Spain, Compania Anonima
De Los Ferro-Carriles, 1857; Sweden, Aktiebolaget Kreuger
& Toll, Participating Debenture, 1928. Most with some
dividend interest coupons attached, a few with nice vignettes,
fine - very fine. (6)
$80
3086
Austria. Fourth War Bond, 5 1/2%, Series 350, Number
023,739, twenty thousand kronen, Vienna, 16 April 1916,
with oval stamp and affixed 1919 stamp for postwar
conversion, Austrian crest at top, female at left, knight in
armour at right, leafed border. Beautifully framed, modern
style, virtually as new.
$100
3087
Chinese Government, 5% Reorganisation Gold Loan of
1913, brown certificate number 209454, issued by DeutschAsiatische Bank, in modern timber frame with glass on both
sides (465mm x 350mm), interest coupons visible at back.
Initials U/D at top edge otherwise extremely fine.
$100

3079
Northern Territory mining. Brocks Creek Uranium, 1954
(2); Coronet Hill Development Company, Mount Davis,
1917 (only 2,000 shares on issue, scarce); Eldorado Tennant
Creek Limited, 1956; Golden Central Exploration Limited,
1933; North Australian Exploration Limited, 1913 (only
400 shares on issue, very scarce); North Granites Gold NoLiability, 1932; Silver Mountain Mining Co., 1928 (2, one
fully paid, one partially paid up, both different); Spring Hill
(Northern Territory) Gold No Liability, 1954; Tennant Creek
Metals No Liability, 1970. The seventh is torn, the rest very
fine - extremely fine. (11)
$50

3080
Australia mining. South Australia registered, Central Gold
Mines, 1942; Consolidated Gold Areas, 1934; Consolidated
Gold Mining Areas, 1944; Dunds Mines, 1949; Fairplay
Consolidated Gold Mines, 1949 (damaged); Good Hope
Gold Mining, 1934; The Great Boulder No 1 Limited,
1934; Hansel Mundy Gold Mining, 1938; Kia Ora Gold
Corporation, 1955; Lady Gladys Gold Mines, 1933;
Lancefield No Liability, 1954 (2); Marvel Loch Gold
Development, 1936; Mount Magnet Development, 1953;
Rothsay Gold Mines (3, two pale blue dated 1934 and
1936, one white dated 1937); Red Terror Gold Mines, 1949.
Several with edge tears, fine - very fine. (18)
$80

This loan was issued by four banks, German-Asiatic Bank, French Society of
Gérance Bank, Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank and the Russo-Asiatic Bank,
each of which received 6% commission. Of the estimated £21 million raised,
approximately £14 million disappeared. The original certificates were brown,
replaced later by green after the collapse of the Russo-Asiatic Bank.

3088
Chinese Government, 5% Reorganisation Gold Loan of
1913, brown certificate number 311413, issued by Banque
De l'Indo-Chine a Paris, in modern timber frame with glass
on both sides (465mm x 350mm), interest coupons visible at
back. Initials D/B at top edge otherwise extremely fine.
$100

3081
Tasmania mining. The North Stream Silver Mining Company,
Mount Zeehan, one hundred shares, 1891, stamped 'Lima
Scrip Issued'. Good very fine.
$50

See the previous lot.

3089
Chinese Government, 5% Reorganisation Gold Loan of
1913, brown certificate number 44348, issued by The Hong
Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation in London, in
modern timber frame with glass on both sides (465mm x
350mm), interest coupons visible at back. A few spots of
foxing at top edge otherwise extremely fine.
$100

3082
Western Australia mining. Phillips River Options Syndicate,
certificate no.951 for one share of only 2,400 issued. Top
edge tear and small piece missing otherwise very fine and
scarce.
$60

See lot 3087.

3083
North Broken Hill Limited, dividend cheques drawn on
the English, Scottish & Australian Bank Limited, variously
dated, 8.12.1930, 14.12.1931, 18.12.1945, all with stamp
duty stamps from N.S.W., Western Australia, Territory of
New Guinea and New Zealand, penny duty stamps (2) for
Western Australia and Territory of New Guinea especially
noted. Mostly nearly very fine - very fine. (7)
$70

3090
Chinese Government, 5% Reorganisation Gold Loan of
1913, brown certificate number 750924, issued by RussoAsiatic Bank, in modern timber frame with glass on both
sides (465mm x 350mm), interest coupons visible at back.
Initials UD at top edge otherwise extremely fine.
$100
See lot 3087.
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3091
Republic of China, 1925, 5% US Gold $50, issued by Société
Francaise de Gérance de la Banque Industrielle de Chine,
number 209454, in modern timber frame with glass on both
sides (345mm x 255mm), 18 interest coupons attached, these
visible at back. Extremely fine.
$50
Proceeds of loan, known as the Boxer Loan, were to be used mainly for
repayment of a debt and also for Sino-French philathropic and educational
purposes. The last interest payment was made in June 1939 but all principal
repayments remain outstanding.

part

3094*
U.S.A. mining. The Columbus Gold Mining Company of the
Black Hills, 1880; Moulton Mining Company, Butte City,
Montana, 1881; San Juan Consolidated Mining Co, 1875.
The second with cancelled stamp and six punch holes, the
last with cancelled stamp, good very fine. (3)
$70

3095
Petrol ration tickets, Series A, Tasmania, one gallon (2), two
gallons (2); Series B, New South Wales, one gallon (8, joined),
two gallons, Victoria, one gallon, two gallons (2), South
Australia, one gallon, two gallons, five gallons, Western
Australia, two gallons (2), both overstamped 'Cancelled';
Commonwealth Liquid Fuel Control Board, 30th Sept.1945,
one gallon, 30th Sep.1946, two gallons (3, two joined);
Commonwealth of Australia, 30th Sep.1947, two gallons,
32st May 1949, Vic, ten gallons, overstamped 'Cancelled',
31st July 1949, N.S.W., one gallon (2, joined), two gallons
(3, two joined), five gallons (6, two lots of three joined),
Vic, one gallon; two gallons 'motor-spirits 32' with Queen
Victoria crown; 'petrol four gallons 24' with King's crown.
Overall fine - very fine. (39)
$100

3092*
France, Le Nouveau Monde (The New World), Company in
Commandite, for working gold mines in California, U.S.A.,
certificate no.167421-167525, 1852. Pin hole top and
bottom, some light foxing, very fine and scarce.
$70

3096
Petrol coupons, includes first two types, plus issues from
NSW, Victoria, Queensland, Tasmania, Western Australia,
New Zealand and USA, also a few ration chits. Mostly very
fine - uncirculated. (17)
$100

part

3097
Sydney Harbour Bridge, Department of Main Roads, N.S.W,
set of six toll tickets for 3d, 6d, 9d, 1/-, 1/3 and 1/6, third
issue (wide tickets with narrow colour bands 1940-1945).
A rare set, fine - very fine. (6)
$90

3093*
U.K. mining. The Mellingloch Lead Mining Company
Limited, 1871 (Wales) certificate no.511 named to Miss
Henrietta S.Hanbury Tracy; Mendip Hills Mining Company,
1856, certificate no.960 (Somerset, England). Good very fine
- extremely fine. (2)
$100
The Mellingloch Lead Mining Company was formed to mine for lead in
Montgomeryshire, Wales. Although unsuccessful it was reputed to have
involved fraudulent activities designed to deceive the main shareholders,
the Hanbury Tracy family, who invested heavily. Several of the miners were
eventually arrested and imprisoned.
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3104
Rockhampton City Council, bus tickets, monthly 'through
ticket - two routes only - adults 6d' black print on red card
(115 x 62mm); City of Rockhampton 'Weekly concessionthree sections 6/3d, black print on orange card (105 x 42 mm)
set of six tickets 3d to 1/- (6); school concession ticket-one
route (2), first two rare. Very fine - uncirculated. (10)
$60
3105
Sydney Olympics 2000, a group of 'Recreational Ferry'
tickets from Homebush to City, to be used at certain times
from 19th September to 30th September 2000. Extremely
fine, a rare group. (60)
$120

3098*
Department of Road Transport and Tramways, N.S.W., a
large collection of Staff Tickets from many different Sydney
tramlines, includes Narrabean Line (2); Neutral Bay Line
(4); Northbridge Line (2); Taronga Park Line (4); Lane
Cove Line (1); La Perouse Line (1); Watsons Bay line (6);
Waverly - Randwick Extension Line (3); Zetland Extension
Line (1); Dowling St. Depot to Waterloo Junc, Line (8);
Newcastle Lines, Waratah Line (2); Wallsend Line (4) all
tickets different, for use to different junctions, depots,
loops, terminus, avenues etc. A very rare group, very fine
- uncirculated. (38)
$350

These tickets were used in conjunction with passengers' Olympic
accreditation.

3106
AFL 96th Grand Final, souvenir tickets Eagles Vs Cats, 26
September 1992 (89); 97th Grand Final, 25 September 1993
(7), The Met/V Line. Uncirculated. (96)
$40

3099
N.S.W. Government Tramways, a group of cardboard two
shillings, special event tickets, used from Circular Quay to
Randwick Racecourse and return, all different, large red
'A'; another medium blue 'A'; large green 'B'; large purple
'D' with additional 'Tax 2d' in red; large 'E' in yellow. Very
good - very fine, a rare group. (5)
$100
3100
Government bus services, NSW, set of twelve bus tickets
from one penny to one shilling and sixpence (1938-1951) for
use on 'Newcastle, NSW, buses', all with 'NC' 'Depot' for
Newcastle buses. Rare set mostly fine - very fine. (12)
$80
3101
Department of Railways, N.S.W. souvinir ticket 'opening
of the electrification of the northern line to Gosford', 23rd
January 1960; another, child, first class; Department of Road
Transport and Tramways NSW, omnibus weekly ticket for
six return trips in the Newcastle area. Fine - uncirculated
and rare. (3)
$90

part

3107*
Postcards, a selection of Australian Topographical postcards
mostly from N.S.W. plus a small group from Victoria, South
Australia, Tasmania and Queensland. Mostly very good
- very fine, some with faults. (104)
$220

3102
Urban Transit Authority Sydney, complete? set of combined
'Bus and Ferry' tickets from 50 cents to two dollars ten
cents, includes most state for 'North Shore Wharves' and
'buses south of Narrabeen Lagoon'. A rare set extremely
fine - uncirculated. (12)
$60

3108
Masonic memorabilia, including a selection of installation
cards 1913 - 1969 from different lodges, a book (143
pages) entitled 'Constitutions of the United Grand Lodge of
Victoria, 1927', and the rules of 'The Loyal City of London
Lodge' of the Independent Order of Odd Fellows, London
1888. Mostly very fine - extremely fine. (lot)
$50

3103
Queensland transportation tickets, includes Queensland
and N.S.W. Railways reserved seat tickets (3); Queensland
Railways second class (male) adult season ticket; RedcliffePetrie Motor Service 4/-; Lutwyche Bus Service (three values);
Queensland Railways 9d; Queensland Bus Prop. Assn, five
different; Scarboro Bus service, one shilling and sixpence
single; Black and White Buses, one shilling and fourpence;
City of Rockhampton Omnibus Service, three cents to
thirty-five cents (sixteen values), sixpence to tenpence (four
different); Mackay Bus Service. Fine to very fine. (40)
$90

3109
Masonic Lodge, certificates for various degrees and
appointments and includes a few notices and correspondence
all to the same recipient, stored in a magnificent, large leather
covered book. Extremely fine. (approx 50)
$100
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